Extended Learning Opportunities

Enrich your child’s learning in an engaging environment that ignites curiosity and nurtures critical thinking. Extended Learning Opportunities include a 45-min curriculum-connected program and the opportunity to explore and play throughout the London Children’s Museum. Programs are suitable for children Kindergarten through Grade 6.

EXPLORE ENGINEERING

Become an engineer as you design, build, test, and evaluate your own structure. Investigate the impact of different forces and explore how a structure’s shape impacts its stability.

NATURAL INVESTIGATORS

Visit our Science In Your World gallery and explore the our Indoor Learning Garden. Start your own seedlings, harvest vegetables and investigate root systems. Dissect seeds and discover nature under a microscope.

SOAR INTO SPACE

Soar into our TD My Place In Space gallery and explore life beyond the stars. Learn about the solar system, create constellations, and experiment with impact craters. You can even touch a real meteorite from outer space!

DINOS ROCK

Dig into our Dinosaurs gallery with and fossil and mineral show. Get up-close with dinosaur jaws, a tyrannosaurus tooth, and real dinosaur poop! Explore phosphorescent minerals and create your own fossil impression.

To book your program, visit londonchildrensmuseum.ca/extendedlearning or call 519.434.5726.
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